
As a stencil artist I like to work with bright, 
colourful motives that seem almost decorative. 
However, when you take your time you discover 
the true nature of the subjects which often 
address social and environmental issues. I draw 
my inspiration from my former life as a scientist. 
This taught me to dig deep into a subject and 
keep asking questions until I can concentrate the 
information down to one central idea. 
 
In the studio I work with stencils sprayed on 
canvas and other objects, hand-made screen-
prints and more recently, with "Cut-Outs" where 
I do not spray my stencils anymore. Instead, they 
are cut out from thick coloured paper that is 
then mounted on top of each other. Thus, I 
create original pieces of art with a 3D-like 
texture, that grab the viewer's attention to 
deliver critical statements.  

http://lapiz.ca 
info@lapiz.ca 
@lapizgraffiti 
 

Selected exhibitions: 

- “Urban Art Edition”, Small Space Gallery, 
Hamburg, Germany. Curated by Rudolf 
Klöckner 

- “Alles musz Raus”, Gewerbehof 
Zschokkestrasse, Munich, Germany. Curated by 
Laura Lang, Daniel Man, Loomit 

- “KSL Retrospektive” Museum Voswinkelshof, 
Dinslaken, Germany. Curated by Benjamin 
Perdighe 

- “ungeniert/engagiert,” Kunsthalle 
Wilhelmshaven, Wilhelmshaven, Germany. 
Curated by Ale Senso, Caro Eickhoff 

- Craig Ruddy, Buenos Aires, Argentina 
- Wolfgang Flatz, Heaven 7, Munich, Germany 
- Museum of Urban and Contemporary Art,  
         Munich, Germany 

 
 

COLLECTIONS: 

Artist statement: 
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‘iBuddha’: Aerosol on Canvas, H:80 cm x W:70 cm 



‘Corporate Bubbles’: Paper, Acryl, Aerosol on Canvas, H:90cm x W:55 cm 



‘Bailarina’: Aersosol, Acryl on Canvas, H:120cm x W:60cm ‘Life sucks…’: Aersosol, Acryl on Canvas, H:100cm  x W:60cm  



‘Climate Carousel’: silk-screen print on paper, H:30cm x W:42cm, Edition of 50 



‘Paradise’: silk-screen print on paper, H:42cm x W:30cm, Edition of 50 



‘Likes’: silk-screen print on paper, H:21cm x W:30cm, Edition of 50 



‘Goethe Selfie’: Cut-Out, paper,  bookbinding glue, H:50cm x W:40cm 



‘One Love’: Cut-Out, paper,  bookbinding glue, H:50cm x W:70cm 



‘Snowden’: Cut-Out, paper,  bookbinding glue, H:70cm x W:50cm 


